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Winner of the 2016 John Burroughs Medal, the 2015 WILLA Award for Best Creative Nonfiction,
and finalist for the 2015 New Mexico/Arizona Book AwardsIn the exploding world of citizen
science, hundreds of thousands of volunteers are monitoring climate change, tracking bird
migrations, finding stardust for NASA, and excavating mastodons. The sheer number of citizen
scientists, combined with new technology, has begun to shape how research gets done. Non-
professionals become acknowledged experts: dentists turn into astronomers and accountants
into botanists. Diary of a Citizen Scientist is a timely exploration of the phenomenon of citizen
science, told through the lens of nature writer Sharman Apt Russell's yearlong study of a little-
known species, the Western red-bellied tiger beetle. In a voice both humorous and lyrical,
Russell recounts her persistent and joyful tracking of an insect she calls "charismatic," "elegant,"
and "fierce." Patrolling the Gila River in southwestern New Mexico, collector's net in hand, she
negotiates the realities of climate change even as she celebrates the beauty of a still-wild and
rural landscape. Russell's self-awareness--of her occasionally-misplaced confidence, her quest
to fill in "that blank spot on the map of tiger beetles," and her desire to become newly engaged in
her life--creates a portrait not only of the tiger beetle she tracks, but of the mindset behind self-
driven scientific inquiry. Falling in love with the diversity of citizen science, she participates in
crowdsourcing programs that range from cataloguing galaxies to monitoring the phenology of
native plants, applauds the growing role of citizen science in environmental activism, and
marvels at the profusion of projects around the world. Diary of a Citizen Scientist offers its
readers a glimpse into the transformative properties of citizen science--and documents the
transformation of the field as a whole.

Named as one of the top ten best nature books of 2014 by GrrlScientist in The Guardian.Russell
has always been a thoughtful writer, able to examine issues as diverse as ranching (Kill the
Cowboy) and hunger (Hunger: An Unnatural History) with balance and clarity. With Diary of a
Citizen Scientist, her most personal book yet, Russell ranges from thoughtful examination to
luminous revelation that reads like William Wordsworth or Annie Dillard, the soul shivering with
ecstasy… Diary of a Citizen Scientist is a journey narrative, a chronicle of a search that changes
the author along the way. Russell is a 57-year-old writer and teacher of creative writing at the
college level when she decides to combat her growing sense of helplessness about the state of
the world today by doing something useful. She picks tiger beetles because they are found near
her Gila River Valley home, and because while they are widespread across the earth, the basics
of their lives remains unknown (like where the burrows their larvae live in are located, and how
long it takes the earth-bound larvae to go from egg to winged adult).Along the way, Russell
learns the thrill and tedium of field science, the excitement when something happens; the long



hours when the search yields a big fat zero; and the challenges of dissecting tiny beetles, which
she realizes are no greater than those of translating her fascination with tiger beetles into the
minds of the third-graders who Russell's daughter teaches. Russell learns to speak entomology
jargon of setae (bristles) and metanotums (body parts), and comes to understand the point of
the quotidian, the mundane work of counting and collecting, taking notes and tallying data.Most
importantly though, Russell learns the power of seeing and understanding the earth at a deeper
level, participating in a search for answers that is the ultimate antidote to despair. Diary of a
Citizen Scientist is both a journey that transforms Russell and her understanding of herself and
the planet she loves, and a clarion call to join a movement.--Susan J. Tweit, Storybook Circle
ReviewsDiary of a Citizen Scientist is full of wit and wisdom and forays into neuroscience and
psychology. Even better, the book also offers a portrait of the phenomenon of Citizen
Science.Citizen scientists are devoted amateurs. They spend large chunks of their lives
cataloguing galaxies, tracking tree frogs, or identifying fossils from long-dry seas. They range
from enthusiastic retirees to schoolchildren to just about every type of person you can think of.
Pygmies in the Congo use specially formatted smartphones (images instead of words) to record
data about deforestation and illegal poaching. Every year, of the 19,000 species newly
described, citizen scientists are responsible for 60% of the descriptions.The information about
Citizen Science gives the book heft, the sense of the author joining a movement larger than
herself, that will be here and growing long after she’s trapped her last tiger beetle. Several times
she quotes a line by a scientist who inspires her: “You could spend a week studying some
obscure insect and you would know more than anyone else on the planet.” The line goes some
way to explaining what drives her.--JJ Amaworo Wilson, Mailbox Chronicle ReviewsBook
DescriptionDiary of a Citizen Scientist looks at new ways of engaging in the world – Sharman
Apt Russell explores the world of citizen science from her personal study of the Western red-
bellied tiger beetle to the online crowdsourcing of Galaxy Zoo.About the AuthorSharman Apt
Russell lives in southwestern New Mexico and teaches writing at Western New Mexico
University and Antioch University in Los Angeles. Her books include Standing in the Light: My
Life as a Pantheist (Basic Books, 2008); Hunger: An Unnatural History (Basic Books, 2005); An
Obsession with Butterflies (Perseus Books, 2003); and Anatomy of a Rose: The Secret Life of
Flowers (Perseus Books, 2001). Her work has been widely anthologized and translated into nine
languages. Her awards include a Rockefeller Fellowship and a Pushcart Prize.Read more
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MLH, “Read This Book. The title of Sharman Apt Russell’s book, Diary of a Citizen Scientist:
Chasing Tiger Beetles and Other Ways of Engaging the World, says it all. Ms. Russell, by
example, shows and/or reminds the reader that s/he to can stay connected to nature, to the
earth, to all that is around us that is not manmade, and still live a life that includes a significant
other, children, a job, getting to the big box retail for the yearly sale—all that is being part of the
21st Century in the western world. A person can find a science project that is right sized for
them and get into that game; each of us can make a contribution whether we live in
Southwestern, New Mexico or the middle of Los Angeles, California. Russell’s book is a how-
to. She takes us on her journey—part detective novel (where is that Rio Grande tiger beetle?)
and part personal narrative (her diary) that spans almost 18 months (July 2011-Nov. 2012). And
the milestones are as exciting as the day to day-ness of the book is instructive: Will the larvae in
the terrarium make it? Will Ms. Russell really be able to cut into the ovaries of a tiny tiger
beetle? This intermixed with visits to her daughter’s third grade classroom which is in another
small New Mexico town, or a reflection such as this: “What I really think: I should be on my
knees. The sky is a religious landscape, not a scientific one. I think about my father….” makes
for expansive read.And don’t worry, the guests at this party are not all beetles. To name but a
few, there are coati, black bear, foxes, bobcats, grasshoppers, cranes, Javelinas…and I could go
on.As with all Russell’s book, there are the insights that bring me up short. There are three
sentences in this book that I now have taped to the wall in my bedroom: “The physics of beauty
is really the biology of beauty, and the biology of beauty is what we claim as our own, what we
build inside our bodies to resonate with what we see outside in the world. Now I understand that
almost everywhere I go, for the rest of my life, I will see tiger beetles. Everywhere I go, because
of that, the world will be more beautiful.” Reflections such as this turn the reading a Sharman
Apt Russell book into a growth spurt. I am richer for it; my understanding of my relationship to
the planet is made more true.”

JJ Amaworo Wilson, “Beetlemania. The bulk of Sharman Apt Russell's wonderful book is made
up of diary entries detailing the author's attempts to capture and study tiger beetles, with help
from a couple of expert mentors. What if, like me, beetles aren’t your thing? Fortunately, Diary of
a Citizen Scientist is full of wit and wisdom and forays into neuroscience and psychology. Even
better, the book also offers a portrait of the phenomenon of Citizen Science.According to
Russell's description, citizen scientists are devoted amateurs who spend large chunks of their
lives cataloguing galaxies, tracking tree frogs, or identifying fossils from long-dry seas. They
range from enthusiastic retirees to schoolchildren to just about every type of person you can
think of. Every year, of the 19,000 species newly described, citizen scientists are responsible for
60% of the descriptions.The information about Citizen Science gives the book heft, the sense of
the author joining a movement larger than herself, that will be here and growing long after she’s



trapped her last tiger beetle. Several times she quotes a line by a scientist who inspires her: “You
could spend a week studying some obscure insect and you would know more than anyone else
on the planet.”Overall, the diary itself is enjoyable, and the wider comments on the Citizen
Science movement and the desire that drives amateurs to explore the world so keenly are
Russell at her best – heartfelt, probing, lyrical.”

Karin Cooper, “A Diarist's Wit. Beetles!? Not necessarily a subject of interest to me. But this
reader moved beyond the little darlings to the diarist's wit. The weaving of the author's life - it was
a diary- with interesting facts and details about the world shared and surrounding us is an
entertaining and educational read. I've been trying to decide if there's an obscure bug I too
would like to chase down as the author reports a week's worth of study would likely make a
citizen scientist the most knowledgeable on the earth. I might be better chasing down the
surviving Beatles, but what the author does achieve is making readers more aware of the
sounds and movements around us through her beautiful writing and wit.If the author was
chasing down the remaining Beatles that would h”

john farnsworth, “What next, Sharman?. This is the fifth of Sharman Apt Russell's books that I've
read, and it felt like a reacquaintance with an old friend. Sharman writes with an earthy honesty
about her fascinations and her long relationship with a special place, the Gila. Her sintax rings
with a high-desert simplicity, telling us how "we look at the mirror of nature and see ourselves, all
that meaning and beauty, horror and brutality."I was especially pleased to learn how citizen
science adds to Sharman's panthiest, butterfly-obsessed journey through life, since it reflects
my own recent forays into citizen science. (Albeit mine are with diurnal raptors rather than tiger
beetles.) It has reminded me that I ought to look down every now and again while out in the
natural world.”

Ann Cooper, “Fascinating and well written. The writing places the reader in the scene and in the
moment. Full of information and excitement, this book is a challenge to get out there and really
start looking at the wild. It is a five-star book marred, in the Kindle version by too many typos or
maybe predictive text errors. Pity! But reading about an insect's labial "pulps" both made me
laugh and distracted me from the narrative about valuable citizen science.”

The book by Joseph J. Kchodl has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 35 people have provided feedback.
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